
MagFlow



Daisy Chain Design

Individual fans are attached to each other by an 

interlocking mechanism supported by magnets. 

This system eliminates the use of wires to make 

the installation simpler and cleaner.



Modularity

Regardless of the number of fans to be installed, attaching the cables for power and signal becomes extremely easy 

and convenient with the magnets. The connectors snap quickly and precisely in place, which greatly simplifies the 

assembly process.



Easy Installation on Top of the Radiator 

After the fans are connected, they can be installed on top of 

the water-cooling radiator with only four screws, which 

reduces the time spent on alignment and screw locking.



Seasonic Color and Branding

The Seasonic logo and its blue color on the 

front side provide immediate brand recognition.

Brushed Metallic Finish

The metallic texture with concentric circle 

pattern on the front side of the fan gives 

the fan a high-end feel.



Sleek Design

The flowing design and the matte grille texture 

on the side lend the fan a premium feel and 

elegance.



Shock-Absorbing Pads on All Four Corners

Shock-absorbing rubber pads on all corners 

protect the fan and reduce vibration noise 

between the fan and the case.



Aesthetics

The magnetic design reduces the need for 

cables, ensures hassle-free connection, and 

enhances the aesthetic look of the inside of the 

case.



The solid construction of the fan with Fluid Dynamic Bearing (FDB) is the result of a high precision manufacturing process that results in:

· Small size FDB with high speed capability 

· Effective pressure field generation 

· Rotation stability and low vibration 

· Large volume air output 

· Long life expectancy 

· 3 years warranty

Construction

LCP BLADES

Four-pole Motor

Fluid Dynamic Bearing (FDB)

Metal-Reinforced Motor Hub

Rubber Magnet



Speed
(RPM)

Fan Airflow
(CFM)

Static Pressure
(mmAq)

Sound Level
(dB)

900 29.8 0.56 13.3

1200 39.73 0.99 18.8

1500 49.67 1.55 24.5

1800 59.6 2.23 30.0

2000 66.22 2.75 32.52

Technical Specifications
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Dimensions


